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STATISTICS IN POLICY ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
SSW673 Syllabus, FALL 2018 

 
Course information 
Credit Hours: 3  
Prerequisites: None  
Time: Thursday 2-5pm (Please be advised that “NO MICHIGAN TIME” policy has been enacted 
university wide. All classes will start on time.)  
Location: B684 SSWB (School of Social Work building @ 1080 S University Ave)   
 
Instructor 
Name: Xiaoling /sha-o-lean/ Xiang /shawn/, PhD, MSW, MPhil 
Office: Social Work building RM 3735  
Phone: 734-763-6581 
Email: xiangxi@umich.edu (Best way to reach me. Please include “SW673” in the subject line of emails 
to ensure they will be read, and allow up to 48 hours for a response).  
Office Hours: Thursdays 5-6pm or by appointments  
 
Course description 
This course introduces students to statistics and statistical methods. It is intended and designed for 
students who have little or no familiarity with statistics and who may want to learn at a relatively slow 
pace so that their knowledge base is built on a solid foundation. Students will acquire the skills to 
comprehend simple statistical reports related to social policy and program evaluation. Students will 
strengthen critical thinking skills to assess the value and limitations of measures and statistical estimates. 
This course will help students develop the ability to use simple quantitative methods to describe real 
world situations in social work settings and to make ethical inferences and decisions based on the 
statistical results. Students will learn to choose methods of statistical analysis to improve social policy 
decisions and service delivery programs. Students will learn to understand and use appropriate language 
with their statistical analyses to clarify meaning and to explain the inferences that can be appropriately 
made from specific data. Finally, students will learn to construct basic reports that include meaningful 
charts, tables, and graphs for various audiences and that provide text that is appropriate for different 
audiences. The course content will integrate the core themes related to multiculturalism and diversity; 
social justice and social change; health promotion, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation through the 
data sets and examples that are used to highlight statistical concepts. This course emphasizes the 
application of statistical concepts and methods. We will have lab sessions throughout the semester. The 
purpose of the lab session is to provide students with hands-on experience with the building blocks of 
statistically based policy analysis: data handling and regression analysis.  
 
Course content and objectives 
This course focuses on learning the application of statistics and the ethical reporting of statistical results. 
Students will review the use of simple rates, averages, and other statistics. Students will conduct, 
interpret, and present statistical analyses to various audiences. Students will receive a brief introduction to 
the theoretical foundations of descriptive and inferential statistics. Students will learn to choose the 
appropriate statistics based on available data, the problem to be addressed, and the audience for the 
analysis. Students will learn the importance of the difference between causality and correlation. Students 
will learn to interpret, prepare, and report on statistical analyses of problems in policy analysis and 
evaluation.  
 
By the end of the class, students will be able to:  

1. Identify biases in existing research, reports, and practice as relates to causal inference 
2. Construct rates, means, proportions and other simple statistics and interpret them appropriately 

https://ssw.umich.edu/contact?tab=96-1#96-lower-level
mailto:xiangxi@umich.edu
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3. Identify appropriate simple statistical methods to use in policy and program evaluation situations  
4. Conduct basic statistical analyses of common policy and program evaluation situations 
5. Construct and test simple hypotheses to answer policy or evaluation questions  
6. Ethically use and ethically report on the results of statistical analyses 
7. Construct meaningful and readable charts, tables, and graphs of appropriate data 
8. Prepare written, oral and visual reports for different audiences using appropriate statistical 

language. 
 
Themes in relation to social work curriculum and ethics and values 
Multiculturalism and Diversity: Students will develop the capacity to identify ways in which gender, race, 
ethnicity, social class, age and other forms of social stratification and disenfranchisement in the 
community influence and are affected by the decisions made from statistical analyses and related 
methodologies.  
 
Social Change and Social Justice: The ability to assess policies and programs analytically is necessary if 
the social work profession is to play an important role in shaping the outcome of ongoing program and 
policy debates to reflect issues in social change and justice. This course provides students with the 
capacity to understand and influence the role statistical analysis and the interpretation of such analysis 
play in the formation and implementation of policy, practice and program development.  
 
Promotion and Prevention: Prevention and promotion activities are difficult to evaluate and therefore 
raise special challenges in statistical analysis. It is important to expose students to the language of 
statistics so that they may comprehend useful and appropriate statistical techniques for different problems. 
This helps them analyze and evaluate promotion and prevention activities prior to the development, 
implementation, and analysis of any relevant policy issue or initiative that they encounter during their 
professional activities.  
 
Social Science: Social workers should examine the ways in which social science data are utilized by 
current policy and practice and the consequences (both positive and negative) that emerge from statistical 
analyses. This course provides students with the capacity to understand and influence the role statistical 
analysis plays in the formation and implementation of policy, practice and programs.  
 
Relationship of this Course to Social Work Ethics and Values: Ethical standards of research methods 
(NIH guidelines), social work practice (NASW Code of Ethics) and evaluation practice (Program 
Evaluation Standards) will be used to review issues commonly found in the statistical analysis of policy 
and evaluation. 
 
 
Course Preparation 
Equipment and software: You need a laptop (PC or MAC) and EXCEL installed on the laptop.  
You must bring your laptop to every class with a lab session. If you do not have a laptop to use in this 
class, you can borrow one from the UM Mobile Computer Lab. Make sure you have Microsoft EXCEL 
installed on your computer (version 2015 or later). As UM students, you have access to Microsoft Office 
software (http://its.umich.edu/communication/collaboration/microsoft-office-365/getting-started). Make 
sure you have a local application installed. Then install the ‘data analysis’ add-in. Here is a guide for 
installing data analysis add-in (https://www.excel-easy.com/data-analysis/analysis-toolpak.html). If this 
link does not work, just google “excel data analysis add-in” and I am sure you will find an answer.   
 
Textbook (required):  
Brase, C. H., & Brase, C. P. Understandable statistics: Concepts and methods, 12th Edition. It is fine 
to use an older edition of this book. Additional readings and supplemental materials will be posted online. 

http://its.umich.edu/communication/collaboration/microsoft-office-365/getting-started
https://www.excel-easy.com/data-analysis/analysis-toolpak.html
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Canvas: Course materials (e.g., syllabus, readings, lecture slides) will be posted on Canvas a few days 
ahead of class meeting time. Assignments should also be submitted via Canvas. It is recommended that 
Canvas notification is turned on to ensure you receive important announcements and updates.    
 
UM box: A box account has been created for this class. Datasets used in this class will be uploaded in the 
box account to facilitate data sharing.  
 
Communication: Please reach out to me asap if you have any questions or need any help regarding this 
class (e.g., have a question about the lecture, need help with assignments, miss out on a session, turn in a 
late assignment, you name it…). The sooner we communicate, the better we will be able to come up with 
a solution. The most reliable way to reach me is via email.  
 
Datasets: In the lab sessions, we will use the datasets I prepared to practice the skills taught in the lecture 
session.  
 
Class Policies and Expectations  
Participation:  You are expected to attend each class, including the lab sessions. Attendance ≠ 
participation. You are encouraged to actively participate in class discussions, share relevant perspectives 
and experiences, and contribute to a positive learning environment. Your grades will partially depend on 
your participation. Note, you will not be graded by the quality of the products during the lab sessions as 
the lab is designed to provide you with time and space to learn and practice your analytical skills. Your 
attendance in the lab sessions will count toward your participation score.  
 
Use of electronic devices: Use of laptop computers is allowed only during the lab session. Please 
refrain from using your laptop during the lecture session as this may disrupt the flow of the class. Use of 
other electronic devices, such as tablets and smart/cell phones, is prohibited during both the lecture and 
lab sessions. In case of emergencies, you may step outside of the classroom to use your devices.   
 
No-shows: You may miss one class without explanation. Life happens…It is important that you talk to 
me asap about a missed session. Missing a second class without an adequately documented emergency (as 
determined by the instructor on a case-by-case basis) reduces your letter grade by one full step (e.g., from 
A to B). Missing four classes (with or without adequately documented emergencies) results in a failing 
grade (F) in the course. If you anticipate missing 4 classes or more, please see me asap to discuss options.  
 
Late assignments: Students are expected to submit assignments on time. Contact the instructor if there are 
extenuating circumstances and more time is needed. Without prior arrangement, any assignments turned 
in after its due date will be receive a 20% penalty (e.g., a 20-point assignment will get a 4-point 
reduction) for every day it is late. 
 
Academic integrity: While collaboration is encouraged, cheating is not. Copying someone else’s 
homework is not permitted. Any student caught plagiarizing or cheating will earn a failing grade in this 
course. There are no exceptions. Please make sure that you understand what constitutes plagiarism or 
cheating. Read this important statement http://www.lsa.umich.edu/academicintegrity.   
 
Disability accommodation 
If you have a disability of condition that may interfere with your participation in this course, please 
schedule a private appointment with me as soon as possible to discuss accommodations for your specific 
needs. This information will be kept strictly confidential. It is the student’s responsibility to inform the 
instructor regarding disability accommodation. This is typically done no later than the second week of 
class. For more information and resources, please contact the Services for Students with Disabilities 
Office at G664 Haven Hall, (734) 763-3000. 

http://www.lsa.umich.edu/academicintegrity
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Assignments and Grading 
 
Participation (15 points). It is extremely important for you to attend each class to make sure you are 
grasping the content. You may have trouble completing homework if you miss a class. Your participation, 
attentiveness, and contributions to the class discussion will determine your participation points.  
 
One-minute presentation (limit to one ppt slide) of a statistical concept. This task will count toward 
participation. Each student is expected to present once between week 2 and 9. Slide is due on Wednesday 
at 11pm during the same week of the class. Details will be provided during the first week of class.  
 
Take-home assignments (60 points total). There are 12 take-home assignments but only 10 count toward 
your grade (each is worth 6 points). The two assignments with the lowest scores will be dropped. Grades 
are based on the completeness of the assignment, the correct use and interpretation of statistical or data 
output, grammar, structure, readability, and effective and the comprehensive communication of your 
findings. Other grading rubric may be included in the assignment documents.  
 
Research article critique (15 points). You will write a critique of a data-based scholarly article. Pick one 
article from the list of articles posted on Canvas. Guides on how to write a scholarly article critique are 
posted on Canvas. The entire content of your critique should be no longer than 800 words. Content 
exceed this limit will be not reviewed or graded. There is no specific formatting requirement. Your 
critique will be graded based on your quality of writing, understanding of the article, and application of 
statistics and critical thinking skills.  
 
Infographics (10 points). Make an infographics product on a topic that interests you. Guides on how to 
make infographics are posted on Canvas. There is no need to print out your product.  
 
In lieu of infographics, you can make a research poster. Templates and examples are posted online. If you 
opt to do a research poster, you need to present analysis you have conducted. You are recommended to 
present a regression-based analysis from your homework.  
 
Both the instructor and students will grade your infographics product. Your final points for this 
assignment will be obtained using a weighted formula (0.6*I + 0.4*1

𝑛𝑛
∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 ) where “I” denotes score 

from the instructor and “Si” represents scores from your classmates. Scoring sheet with evaluation criteria 
will be distributed in class. To make sure everyone will turn in their infographics before the deadline, you 
are asked to decide on a topic a few weeks before this assignment is due.  
 
Grades. Your course grades are based on total points scored on all assignments/activities above:  
A+ 98-100 B+ 86-89 C+ 76-79 D ≤ 69 (Fail) 
A  94-97 B 83-85 C 73-75   
A- 90-93 B- 80-82 C- 70-72   
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Weekly schedules  
 

Week Date Topic Lab? Readings  Assignments 
 

1 9/6 Getting started: basic concepts  No TB: 9th: p4-7, 9, 12, 15-16; 20-26 
12th: p4-9, 13, 16-18, 22-28 

Take-home # 1, due 9/9 

2 9/13 Organizing data: frequency 
table and graphs  

Yes TB: 9th: p35-45, 50-55, 57-60 
12th: p41-50, 59-64 
SR: GroganKaylor_data visualization  

Take-home # 2, due 9/16 

3 9/20 Averages and variation  Yes TB: 9th: p75-83, 86-91, 102-108 
12th: p89-97, 102-107, 121-124 

Take-home # 3, due 9/23 

4 9/27 Probability, probability 
distribution, & normal 
distribution  

No TB: 9th: p123-130, 133-134, 140, 145, 170-172, 182-186, 
196-198, 235-239, 251-255, 258-260, 265-267 
12th: p144-146, 148, 155-156, 163, 198-200, 212, 270-
276, 288-296, 299-301,198-200, 212, 270-276, 288-296, 
299-301, 306-308 

Take-home # 4, due 9/30 

5 10/4 Sampling distribution & 
Estimation   

No TB: 9th: p293-298, 299-302, 331, 333-335, 343, 400-407 
12th: p314-326, 358-369, 438-449, 461-462 

Take-home # 5, due 10/7;  
Infographic/poster topic due  

6 10/11 t test  Yes TB: 9th: p408-410, 417-418, 441-444, 455-458 
12th: p374-376, 401, 404-408, 481-489, 501-507 

Take-home # 6, due 10/14 

7 10/18 Chi-square & ANOVA  Yes TB: 9th: p575-587, 592-595, 614-619, 624-632 
12th: p624-630, 632-634, 640-643, 650-653, 663, 673-681 
SR: Kim (2016) Understanding ANOVA using figures 

Take-home # 7, due 10/21 

8 10/25 Linear correlation & simple 
linear regression 

 TB: 9th: p491-502, 509-514, 517-519 
12th: p533-541, 544-545, 552-557, 562-563 

Take-home # 8, due 10/28 

9 11/1 Multiple regression Yes TB: 9th: p547-556 
12th: p594-603 
SR: regression diagnostics 

Take-home # 9, due 11/4 

10 11/8 Multiple regression: 
interaction effects 

Yes SR online Take-home # 10, due 11/11 

11 11/15 Become a good consumer of 
data-based research products  

No SR: 5 articles posted online  Nothing due, work on your 
poster and research article 
critique. 

12 11/22 Thanksgiving break. NO class.  -- -- Infographics/poster due 11/28 
13 11/29 Data manipulation & 

measurement 
Yes SR online Take-home # 11, due 12/2 

14 12/6 Survey basics & public data Yes SR online Take-home # 12, due 12/9 
 Research article critique due 

12/15 
 
Note. Assignments are due at 11pm on the dates specified. All take-home assignments are due on Sundays. Infographics and research article critique due dates do not fall on Sundays. 
TB=textbook  
SR=supplemental reading  
Content of the weekly schedule may be modified based on students’ performance and feedback. Modifications will be communicated at the beginning of each class. 
 
 
 


